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Utley:  <begins midstream>...status of the original 

digital image filings, and basically the fact 
that the original filings do not cover the full 
subject matter of the imaging technology; and to 
wit, one of the omissions, in particular in 
reading the claims section of the provisional and 
the formal filing, relates to the zooming and 
panning capability that is inherent in the 
technology. This has become a topic due to the 
fact that we are currently in the second phase of 
filing imaging patent protection which is driven 
by the provisionals that were filed later in last 
year, between August and December of last year. 
So the concern that were expressed by Eliot in 
reviewing this is that this omission of the 
zooming and panning capability was attributable 
to a failure, for whatever reason, on the part of 
Ray [Joa?], the patent attorney of record, in 
constructing and putting together the provisional 
and formal filing<tape cuts out here> did I say 
it is that right Eliot  

E Bernstein I believe so 
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Utley Is that your understanding 
 
E Bernstein Correct 
 
Utley  The purpose of this meeting is to review the facts and 

I think there are two particular points that are  
...that are important to moving ahead. The first is: “Given that 

the filings are what they are, and given what we 
know about the filing which is scheduled to take 
place this week on Wednesday, what means do we 
have to correct the situation; and given whatever 
corrections we find, what then is the impact or 
big [backdoor] exposure to iviewit based upon 
what actions we can take. Then, lastly, what, if 
any, recourse might iviewit have vi sa vi the 
omissions in the original filings Are there any 
other issues, Doug? 

Bernstein: Yeah, just correcting back to Ray [Joa?]’s work 
of the formal filing that he filed. Do we have a 
copy of that? 

 
Utley:  I thinkdo you have itthat. 
 
Bernstein: I don’t. I’ve got the provisional and I’ve got... 
 
Boehm:  Everything is on the table 
 
Utley:  you should have...the formal. 
 
Bernstein: This one? 
 
Utley:  Yes, that’s the formal. 
 
Bernstein: Okay. 
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  I just have one question. Does 

anybody have, or are we allowed to get, the files 
of Ray [Joa]? 

 
Boehm:  I have them. 
 
Wheeler:  Do you have all of the work that he had? 
 
Bernstein: No, not all of it. 
 
WheelerUtley:  What was purported to be in the files? 
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Bernstein: And he also claimed to us that he destroyed part 

of his files. 
 
Boehm:  And I have some of his files. I have what was 

purported to be all of histhe important firms 
files. 

 
<Inaudible comment.> 
 
Utley:  Well, there’s a whole history, then, because I 

tried to get complete copies of the files 
originally, and found out later that not only did 
he not send us all the files, he didn’t even 
mention that there was an extra filing out there 
that we didn’t even know about.  

 
Bernstein: This one that’s in question.  
 
Boehm:  Yep 
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  You have no notes, no data on...? 
 
UtleyBoehm:  No, I have the application. I have things 

that you could get from the US patent office—that 
I had to getcould get from the US patent office. 
I have very few notes. I do have some scribbled 
Ray [Joa’s?] notes, but I think you gave me those 
notes.  

WheelerUtley:  I did. I gave you Bill Dick after Bill 
yourself[   ] the notes that I had. 

 
Bernstein: And Ray’s made disclosures to us that he 

destroyed the documents to protect us, which I 
don’t know what he was thinking. 

 
UtleySimon Bernstein:  Destroyed what documents? 
 
Bernstein: Whatever he had in his files. Other patent 

copies, copies of the drafts as they 
proceeded...all that he destroyed to protect us 
from something I asked him to explain, and his 
reasoning...because I said to him, you know, 
usually you destroy documents when you are 
protecting somebody from something illegal or 
something. Have I done something that would force 

Eliot

Eliot

Eliot
Boehm
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you to hurt me possibly? He said it was typical, 
normal, that all lawyers destroy their records.  

 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  If that, in fact, is the case—I’ve 

never heard of a lawyer you know other than Nixon 
destroying anythingthat’s a victim—<laughter> the 
work is ours. Am I right Chris My wife says when 
we pay for a lawyer and we pay for the work, the 
work is ours. 

 
BoehmWheeler:  The work product is yours. You He may 

getmaintain copies of his files and everything; 
orbut his confidential notes to himself are not 
necessarily yours. But the wordk “product” is... 

 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  Would You say that anything 

germane to the issue belongs to him? 
 
BoehmWheeler:  Well, I mean if he wrote notes...in 

sidebars...yeah. 
 
Bernstein: How about revised patents[ ]. How about copies? 

Works in progress 
 
Wheeler:  But things which would reinforce your patent, 

obviously, that is germane to the strength of 
your patentspec, that you can, yes, you would be 
entitled to copies I don’t think we disagree. 

 
Bernstein: He’s claiming he [ ] his notes. He destroyed all 

faxes. 
 
Wheeler:  Can I ask you a question? 
 
Bernstein: Yes. 
 
Wheeler:  Just so both of us understand...was this patent 

done prior to his flying down here, or was this 
patent done as a result of his flying down here 
and having discussions with you? I was under the 
impression that when he flew down here—this was 
before Brian came—I was under the impression that 
followed our meeting with Reel 3-D. I was under 
the impression that he was coming down to 
discuss, at the very least, the video aspect so 
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that you could complete that; but were you also 
completing the imaging packagepatent?  

 
Bernstein: Correct. 
 
Wheeler:  So he went to your [kitchen]? 
 
Bernstein: Right.  And we spent days there 
 
Wheeler:  And the two of you spent all the days... 
 
Bernstein: That’s rightCorrect. 
 
Wheeler:  And did he, in front of you, write notes? 
 
Bernstein: SomeTons. Hundreds 
 
Wheeler:  And did he then produce them on his computer and 

talk about type out certain things? 
 
Bernstein: Yes. 
 
Wheeler:  I was under the impression he was doing that with 

you. 
 
Bernstein: He did. 
 
Wheeler:  And did you read those? 
 
Bernstein: I did. I did [ ].- But now going to that same 

nature, I think that’s the provisional I think 
we’re talking about... 

 
Wheeler:  Right. 
 
Bernstein: But he flew out here again with me and Brian and 

went through this as he went to file this—this is 
a 3/23/2000 file—that also failed fails to make 
mention of. 

 
Wheeler:  So that’s the formal file...the formal one? 
 
Bernstein: The formal file. So Beau both also missed the 

point. 
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Wheeler:  I just wanted to know and to put things in 
proportion, when you read the provisionals, 
because Brian wasn’t with the company right now 
and then, and when there were all those drafts, 
because obviously we didn’t receive see them... 

 
Bernstein: Well, you saw that because we gave you all the 

documents. I’d get a document from Ray and bring 
it to you so you would have records of everything 
up to that point because I didn’t want to keep 
them at my house. 

 
Wheeler:  The final...the final...but I’m not reviewing the 

patent. I was keeping and maintaining it asthe... 
 
Bernstein: Okay, so but you have every record... 
 
Wheeler:  Everything you gave me  meeting that we maintain. 

We don’t... 
 
BoehmSimon Bernstein:  Any notes that couldshould be 

produced... 
 
Wheeler:  We don’t throw away anything.  
 
Bernstein: Yeah, I know. 
 
BuchsbaumSimon Bernstein: I know you don’t You’re very 

thorough. 
 
Wheeler:  So, I’d file it away; so if you gave it to me, 

it’s in our archives.  
 
Bernstein: Right. 
 
Wheeler:  I wanted to know, when you read those drafts... 
 
Bernstein: Oh, it was...it was clear 
 
Wheeler:  Answer my question...when you read the drafts, 

did you see the panning and scanning elements? 
 
Bernstein: Yeah, and zooming, up to 1,000 times we thought 

it was. That was the big...you know, we got had 
it that in there...as a matter of fact, he just 
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said it...somewhere it’s in there up to 1,000 
times, isn’t it? 

 
Utley:  1,700. 
 
Bernstein: Right. That was our old mistaken a number of 

times. So, yeah, for him to miss that, Chris, 
would be the essence of stupidity. 

 
Wheeler:  So it was in there? 
Bernstein: Absolutely.  
 
Utley:  The zooming, it was in the body, but not in the 

claim. 
 
Boehm:  But a provisional doesn’t really...doesn’t have 

to have claims. 
 
WheelerUtley:  It doesn’t have claims.  
 
Bernstein: But then in our claims of our patent, it’s not 

there. This is what you’re representing, 
Briancorrect?. 

 
Wheeler:  So you’re saying that it wasn’t put in the file, 

but it was put in the provisional.  
 
Boehm:  No, I could see where he’s going to argue that 

it’s there. 
 
Bernstein: Let’s see. Let’s take a look.  
 
Wheeler:  ...what the language of the patent claims are 

that he filed. 
 
Bernstein: Okay, let’s see what he... 
 
Wheeler:  And this isn’t the final decision because I can 

go back right now and amend those claims. 
 
Bernstein: Wow, yes, but we have elements of exposure that 

creep in correct?. 
 
Wheeler:  I’m just telling you the whole thing, then we’ll 

go back. So you did look it over, and there are 
no claims in the provisional?  
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Boehm:  There are no claims in a provisional. You can 

file them, but they are never examined.  
 
Wheeler:  But the zooming and the panning and the scanning 

element was incorporated in that? 
 
Boehm:  Go ahead, Brian. 
 
Utley:  Let me make sure that we say that properly. The 

provisional filing had a claims section which 
migrated into the final filing, but Eliot is 
correct in saying that the provisional does not 
need a claims section.  

 
Boehm:  The provisional never gets examined, so it 

doesn’t need the claims. It just holds your place 
in line for one year.  

Bernstein: But then when I look through this...  
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  Hold on, Eliot, I need to 

understand this. What you’re saying, then, is 
assuming any negligence on his pointpart, at to 
that point the negligence doesn’t become 
realistically damaging to the company until he 
since he actually made a claim...until since he 
actually made a provisional filing. This Which 
took our place in line. 

 
Boehm:  If the provisional filing covered the invention, 

your place in line is only as good as the subject 
matter described in accordance with the law. 

 
UtleySimon:  Obviously, it should have had the panning 

and zooming in there. 
 
Boehm:  Well, the word “zoom” is in there. 
 
Bernstein: But not really to describe what we’re doing. 
 
WheelerBoehm:  But do you see what I’m saying? It’s only to 

the amount of subject matter that and attested 
where the average person skilled in the art could 
make and use an invention as it’s described in 
this document, and without “undue” 
experimentation, without inventing it himself.  
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UtleySimon Bernstein:  Right. 
 
WheelerBoehm:  Now, this provisional application, you throw 

it...different patent attorneys do different 
things with it. On one end of the spectrum, you 
do an invention disclosure. Most big corporations 
have invention disclosure forms which leads the 
inventor to write out good disclosures and 
figures and things, and I’ve seen people actually 
file that invention disclosure because if you’re 
coming up on a bar date, you don’t have time to 
write an application or think about what your 
invention is. All you’ve got to do is get 
something on file, and then hope that it will 
protect...that whatever you had on file covered 
your invention.  

 
BoehmSimon Bernstein:  Is that what we’ve done so far? 
 
Bernstein: No. 
 
WheelerBoehm:  I don’t want to answer that, but that’s the 

line. 
 
Boehm:  It’s a grey question, it’s a grey area, I think. 
 
UtleyWheeler:  That’s what we’re aiming to do, that’s what 

we’re hoping to do. 
 
WheelerBoehm:  But on one end of the spectrum, you file 

very minimal work, and that’s what Ray did on 
some of the applications, like on the one... 

 
BoehmWheeler:  He was trying to do it in a broad... 
 
Wheeler:  He did say thing conceptually that his method was 

to do a broad stroke of it. 
 
Boehm:  Right. Well, a broad stroke on drafting the 

claims.  
 
Wheeler:  Okay. Right. 
 
Eliot Bernstein: He’s got to put the invention in! 
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Boehm:  That doesn’t happen in a provisional at all, 
generally. If you want to, you can write the 
provisional claims just so you know what you’re 
doing, and it’s actually used as subject matter; 
but the claims are never examined. It doesn’t 
matter if it’s in proper format or anything, it 
just sits there. Now, if you pick up the 
provisional a year later—it has to be within that 
year—if it’s a real well-done application, you 
just file it. There’s no money involved in 
turning the provisional into a regular filing. 
Oftentimes, with these one-page disclosures, 
there’s a substantial amount of money involved in 
taking that from there to there. The problem is 
you cannot add subject matter to the patent 
application later on once it’s filed. 

 
Bernstein: Unless it’s really the patent application, 

correct? 
 
Boehm:  No, the subject matter has to be supported—has to 

be described— 
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  As In the provisional. 
 
Boehm:  Uhhuh To that text, or you lose youryour filing 

date.  
 
Wheeler:  But the zooming element, then, is not in 

addition.  
 
Boehm:  Is not in addition? You mean… 
 
E. Bernstein: It’s not even in there. 
 
Wheeler:  YYou can’t add subject matter. So if he did 

describe zooming, then it’s not in addition. 
 
Bernstein: Did he, Doug? 
 
Wheeler:  I am asking you whether he did or not? 
 
Boehm:  I’m not clear on what you mean. You can’t add 

additional subject matter after the filing date 
of an application or you’ll lose the right to 
that filing date. 
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Wheeler:  The provisional?. You can’t add subject matter to 

the provisional?.  
 
Boehm:  To any application...any patent.  
 
Wheeler:  But if he did describe the zooming, then the 

zooming element is not an addition in the formal. 
 
Boehm:  Right. It’s supported. If he described it in the 

original, you can base claims on it later. 
 
Wheeler:  And have we said that the zooming is in the 

provisional?  
 
Bernstein: Nowhere that I can see. 
 
BuchsbaumSimon Bernstein: Wait. You’re the lawyer reading 

another lawyer’s work. Is it in there? 
 
Boehm:  Do you have a copy of it? 
 
Bernstein: Yeah, right here. It isn’t in there if it bites 

you. 
 
BuchsbaumE. Bernstein: It’s not in the filing either.  
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  It’s obviously not in the filing 

if it’s not in the provisional.  
 
Bernstein: No. 
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  Can you make reference to 

something...let’s say he uses the word “zoom”. 
 
Boehm:  Exactly. I’m pretty sure the word “zoom” is in 

there, isn’t it Eliot? 
 
Bernstein: But what Doug’s saying is that had you written 

the patent, you would have described the 
invention as the ability to do this great cool 
zoom that we all...and just said this is the cool 
part of what we’re doing. What Ray’s missing in 
the outline is the ability for you to put a 
picture on a Web page. 
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UtleyWheeler:  He did know that an important element was 
the fact that when we went in and made it bigger, 
we didn’t pixelate.  

 
Bernstein: It didn’t pixelate.  Not in here at all. 
 
BuchsbaumE. Bernstein: Not even mention to that concept.  
 
Bernstein: Complete failure. It’s not. 
 
BoehmWheeler:  But if said it doesn’t distort when we 

zoom... 
 
Bernstein: Nope. Nothing like that. 
 
BoehmWheeler:  That’s the same thing, isn’t it? 
 
Bernstein: Yeah, but he hasn’t said anything...he doesn’t 

even tell you ... 
 
BoehmWheeler:  What about the panning element, or is that 

element not patentable? 
 
Bernstein: No, that’s part of the whole process is to be 

able to zoom while panning. 
 
BoehmWheeler:  Here it is. “The above process can be 

utilized in order to create higher zoom 
capabilityies with each new depth layer of an 
image...” 

 
Bernstein: No, but that’s a new depth layer which is 

bringing in another hotspot image, so it’s really 
a completely different subject. 

 
Boehm:  Oh. Okay. 
 
WheelerBoehm:  Okay. Where is that? 
 
E. Bernstein: I read it to, he’s very crafty you know. 
 
Boehm:  “Where the zoom capacity of up to 1700 times or 

greater may be easily obtained with the [present 
conventions.]” Are they talking about the hotspot 
now? 
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Bernstein: No. 
 
Boehm:  No, it’s the general zooming capability.  
 
Wheeler:  So it’s not in addition.  
 
Bernstein: Well, it’s [ ] or it’sexplain to him where its 

missing. 
 
Wheeler:  You guys didn’t put it in the formal...I don’t 

mean you...he didn’t put it in the formal one in 
the depth in that what we want to do it but he 
could have and the fact that we want to zoom it, 
but could have without it being construed as an 
addition.  

 
BernsteinBeohm: Yes. 
 
Boehm:  Well play lawyer on you now<Laughs; cannot 

understand his comment.>  
 
Wheeler:  Right - sorry 
 
WheelerBoehm:  Whether or not it’s supported is a question 

that’s going to be determined either between you 
and the examiner...probably not, it’s between you 
and another lawyer someday when the case is 
litigated. The question is And again, the test 
is: Can the average person skilled in the art—the 
average designer of this type of software—can he 
read this document and make and use of your this 
invention without inventing it? That’s the test. 
Now, whether he uses the word “zoom” in here and 
“magnification” later, that doesn’t mater as long 
as he would have gotten it. If it is so simple to 
build by reading this, you don’t need any subject 
matter. If you’re combining three elements A, B, 
and C, and A, B, and C are standard in the art, 
and you tell them these are standard in the art, 
go combine A, B, and C, that could be a one-page 
application. The average person will pick it up 
and he could. It’s a patent test. Are you with 
me? The more complex it is, the more you want it 
supported in this text. 
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WheelerSimon Bernstein:  What if it is basically simple, 
and he just wrote it as basically simple, does 
that support our position anyway though? 

 
Boehm:  Does that support our...Sure... 
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  I mean, if we were to litigate 

against another [ ]person that infringes on 
our... 

 
Boehm:  An infringer.  
 
Simon Bernstein: Supportable for the sake of argument? 
 
Boehm:  Right. Yes. That is what I’m saying. I hope so.a 

fair arguement 
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  OK So then I don’t know that, at 

least from this [__]...first blush 
 
Bernstein: That’s the provisional you’re reading though, 

right?  
 
Boehm:  Aren’t they the same? I think they’re identical, 

aren’t they? 
 
UtleyBoehm:  You can check in his notebook.  
Boehm:  Are there differences? 
 
Bernstein: Where did you find that piece that you just read?  
 
Wheeler:  Is the reason...now continue answering my 

question...is the reason we came to the formal in 
March of this year, which I didn’t realize that 
[Joa?]. I thought that we had agreements for 
doing everything, but apparently [Joa] filed... 

 
Boehm:  For that one, yes. 
 
Wheeler:  But he didn’t bother telling anybody.  
 
Boehm:  That’s the one that we didn’t find out until way 

late. 
 
Wheeler:  Okay, perhaps the reason that he did that was 

that was the easiest way to do it and the course 
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of least resistenceresistance, and he thought he 
could go back...is there an amendment procedure? 

 
Boehm:  Yeah, there’s an amendment procedure. 
 
Wheeler:  That he could do it a few months later or 

something like that?  
 
Utley:  We had a conversation before the formal filing, 

and, in fact, I have my notes here from that 
conversation. 

 
Wheeler:  Okay. 
 
Bernstein: And he you mentioned that there was no zoom. 
 
Utley:  Yeah, I said... 
 
Bernstein: Claim one. 
 
Utley:  Yeah, Here are my notes. This is my original 

copy. “[Graves? Ray?] didClaims do not reference 
[ ]stitching. The patent ap does not cover 
providing enhanced digital image with zoom and 
pan controls. It covers for creating enhanced 
pages images to show zoom and pan functionality 
without distortion.” Those are my notes. 

 
Bernstein: And you told him that.  
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  Here’s a man that was cognizant of 

what was necessary to be in there. Hired How did  
a guy to file a patent without any of us—
obviously, not me, but Eliot, Brian... 

 
Boehm:  Jim wasn’t around yet. 
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  Okay, but Chris was and so on and 

so forth—how did they get through the crack that 
he did this?  

 
BoehmWheeler:  It didn’t get through the crack. Brian 

addressed it with him.  
 
Bernstein: And everything is shredded now, too. Everything 

else is shredded. 
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Utley:  Kind of what he was going to do—his time factor—

he was going to...he didn’t think he would get 
this donein. He would submit it and then would 
turn right around and amend it.  

 
Boehm:  Did he really say that? 
 
Bernstein: Yeah.  
 
Utley:  I wouldn’t say amended, it was because [ ]of the 

stuff that was coming... 
 
Bernstein: It was supposed to be in there. 
 
Utley:  ...he was going to smash that all together and 

finalize file it.  
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  Was that the same time, Brian, 

that he was leaving the firm?  
 
Bernstein: Yeah. 
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  So would you say that probably… 
 
Utley:   he knew at the time that he probably would be 

leaving? 
 
Utley:  Right. 
 
WheelerSimon:  But he wanted to get all of this in place so 

he could do the billing and get that part of it 
in... 

 
Utley:  I don’t know that. 
 
Boehm:  Just speculating. 
 
WheelerEliot Bernstein:  What day did you give him those 

[documents]notes? 
 
Simon Bernstein: I don’t ever have to speculate on billing 
 
Utley:  I don’t have my address book with me...I didn’t 

write the date down, but it was the date that he 
was here. He came.  
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Wheeler:  <Inaudible. Everyone talking at once.>He wanted 

to get it done to take care of you, make sure it 
was filed for you. 

 
Simon Bernstein:  That could be too. One other reason is... 
 
BoehmWheeler:  We’re just speculating. 
 
Wheeler:  And I’m not trying to... <Everyone talking at 

once.> I thought he was trying to work on our 
best behalf, but one time or two times that I met 
him, he [ ]it seems like he was earnestly trying 
to help. Who knows? Maybe he was incompetent. I 
mean we’re only suggesting that... it would have 
been incompetence 

 
Bernstein: Well, the fact that it’s not in your patents, 

right up front, this is the invention, is a gross 
neglect. And the fact that it doesn’t say, “this 
is what the invention is trying to do. This is 
the piece offeature...” 

 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  The point is not whether it’s 

gross neglect or not, it’s what the damage is if 
there is...if, one, gross neglect is of any 
import; and two, what is the damage? [ ]it has 
caused iviewit. That’s what I think we need to 
ascertain here, and if we can ascertain it.  

 
Utley:  How do we fix it?  
 
Simon Bernstein: Of course lets try to fix it, if we can’t 

fix it then we’ll worry about… 
 
Eliot Bernstein: Well 1st lets fix it 
 
<Everyone talking at once.>  
 
Boehm:  Let me go over the procedures so everybody’s 

clear. Again, on one end of the spectrum you file 
a very sparse, like a one-page provisional 
application, and it’s cheap, and the purpose of 
the provisional is to get you in line...it is to 
protect your date. What you’re trying to do is 
get the benefit of your priority date. When you 
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invented it. When you’re in line in terms of 
whose the next guy that invented it. Whose the 
first inventor? 

 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  Someonetimes they askcomes after 

you the second day after… who first invented... 
 
Boehm:  Who’s the first inventor, that’s what you’re 

after. 
 
UtleySimon:  I understand. I really understand...you 

don’t physically stand... 
 
Boehm:  Not physically in line in the patent office is 

right, not or even in physically in line in order 
as well. Okay. One year letter, the provisional 
expires and you have to file a non-provisional 
patent application, okay? Many times it’s 
identical. If you do a good job up front, you 
just file that, but you needs to put claims on at 
this time. When I do a provisional, I try, if 
there is money and time up front, to do it once 
up front. I even write the claims. As a matter of 
fact, I don’t even like to file provisionals 
because there’s not much of an advantage. If 
you’ve got the time and the money up front to do 
a good job, well then, just file it as a regular 
application.  

 
WheelerSimon:  Understand that at the beginning, the time 

and the money...I mean, the time was certainly 
available, but the money was a short substance. 
So it was obvious that Ray would be working in a 
most expeditious way. 

Boehm:  Well, that’s why the.. 
 
BuchsbaumSimon: Well, that’s why Ray Which might have short-

circuited us because of all of that funke lack of 
funds. 

 
BoehmWheeler:  Well, that’s true because the filing date is 

3/24/99 to endorse that...that was very early in 
the game. 

 
WheelerSimon:  We did it in your office Chris in your 

library...in your conference room. The only 
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meeting I had with him was while we were going to 
file the patent and that was in your office.  

 
Boehm:  Okay, 3/24/99 is the provisional application.  
 
BuchsbaumBernstein: That’s what I’m saying. Well, Chris, 
 
Boehm:  So even at a year, he filed the second one with 

claims. 
 
Buchsbaum: Well, Chris, tYeah two things happened during the 

year. One, somebody the Company was doing other 
things, even though they knew that was coming up, 
and two, I guess there wasn’t a whole lot of 
money to allocate towards doing that much. 

 
WheelerSimon:  Here’s what we did. We hired Ray [Joa?] on 

the monies that were raised by the investors; and 
then when Huizenga was coming in with their 
money, and when that money came in, we made a 
company decision that the first and foremost 
thing was to get the patent filed properly. So 
the fact that we were going to spend more money 
and get them completed at that point had already 
been reachedmade.  

 
BuchsbaumSimon: Okay, but prior to that, we were working on 

short forms. Then after that, we started to raise 
capital, and we always knew that the priority was 
intellectual property, so were going to make sure 
that those got done right. Brian’s been working 
on it ever since, and I felt comfortable...I 
never did feel comfortable with Ray [Joa?]...just 
an observation. 

 
Boehm:  Hmmm....is it all patent attorneys? <Laughter>  
 
BuchsbaumSimon: No, no, there’s nothing wrong. He came in, 

he’s a nice guy, he tried hard, you know, all the 
nice things, but his work always appeared sloppy, 
okay? And that’s the only thing I can say. You’re 
a patent attorney, you see what Ihe did. If I’m 
wrong, then let me know; but to me, it looked 
like it was a little slipshod. And then he made 
some statements that really bothered me, too, 
that I don’t think he should have made to a 
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client, and that is that he was filing his own 
patent. <Chuckling.> I mean, horseshit 
personally, I haven’t heard of a patent attorney 
in my life telling me that he’s an inventor 
filing his own patent. It really did bother me.  

 
<Everyone talking at once.>  
 
Bernstein: Transmitting video files on a communication 

network for airlines and... 
 
BuchsbaumSimon: It probably meant nothing because I don’t 

think the guy was of the nature to be stealing 
from us, but I don’t know! But I’ll tell you 
this, it did ring a bell. From a pure novice, it 
made me a little nervous. I asked Eliot why he 
was dealing with somebody, but we were assured 
that this was a good firm... 

 
Boehm:  Let me look back in my own spiel...here with the 

provisional. You file a provisional, then within 
one year, you file a regular application with the 
claims. You can add claims to it; but if you add 
subject matter to it—in other words, if the zoom 
and pan concept wasn’t well described, you have 
lost the benefit of that first phase. Right. Now 
why is that going to hurt you? Two main reasons. 
One is if you put it on sale—offered it for sale— 
or you publicly disclosed it, there are certain 
regulations that say you’ve got to get something 
on file, so if you had publicallypublicly 
disclosed it, that would protect...getting the 
application on file will protect you from losing 
your [ ]date because of public disclosure and 
offer for sale. I think that’s what he was trying 
to get the earlier dates for.  

 
WheelerSimon:  Sure. 
 
Boehm:  I spoke with Ray when I was trying to get all of 

these files, and his comments to me were...when 
we were on the phone—you remember, we were asking 
him where was this stuff, and he said, well, he 
kept building on and he learned more as heit got 
in there. After I reviewed these applications, I 
agree that you’re learning more as you go along. 
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I’m doing the same thing. So it’s kind of a 
learning curve. 

 
Bernstein: If they ever find a zoom description that 

adequately meetsmakes...especially in the 
claims...I mean, if you’re reading the claims... 

 
Boehm:   But Eliot, he’s going to say that the claims are 

of no import right now. All you have to do... 
 
Bernstein: In the filings? 
 
Boehm:  In the filings. I can go amend those right now. 

We can sit down today and re-write them. 
 
WheelerSimon:  We If it can definitelybe amended amend it. 

There’s no problems. 
 
Boehm:  There’s no problems.  
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  There’s always maybe a little 

money that’s been dislocatedduplicated and that’s 
it.  

 
Boehm:  Here’s the problem, and that’s what I want to get 

across about that. If he’s trying to claim zoom 
and pan and I rewrite the claims to claim zoom 
and pan, and the examiner says, that’s great, but 
it’s new ...matter 

 
Bernstein: But it’s in the provisional that you can zoom up 

to 1700 times. 
 
Boehm:  If my claim is supported by the spec on that 

date, then you’re fine. 
 
Bernstein: Isn’t it? 
 
Boehm:  I can’t answer that without going into the... 
 
Bernstein: But when we read the provisional and we see that, 

it says... 
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  Before this meeting took place, 

before we called this meeting, aren’t you privy 
to everything that’s been done? 
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Boehm:  Oh, sure. I have everything.  
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  So when Eliot asked you that 

question, why can’t you answer it? 
 
Boehm:  Because there’s no...in my opinion, there’s no 

clear-cut answer, yes or no, on the embodiment 
orquality of the work product. It’s a judgment 
call. 

 
Bernstein: So that’s an exposure, and what if the judgment 

is against us?  
 
Wheeler:  It’s [an examiner] judgment call is what we’re 

saying. 
 
Boehm:  The damage?  
 
Wheeler:  No, the examiner. <Everyone talking at once.>  
 
Wheeler:  Whether the subject matter is new or not.  
 
Boehm:  The examiner would...hold on...it’s... 
 
Wheeler:  Who’s judgment call is it? 
 
Boehm:  It could be the examiner’s, if he catches it. If 

it’s not caught, and you get it to patent and you 
litigate the patent, ... at court. Or if the 
examiner catches it and I want to appeal it to 
the board of appeals in the patent office, it’s 
their... judgment call 

 
Wheeler:  Okay, so we go to court and we’re fighting over 

the patent, we would argue that it’s supported by 
the zoom 1700 in our language, and the other side 
of itwould, say you havethat’s baloney that’s too 
broad... you didn’t describe it enough 

 
Boehm:  You didn’t have your invention... 
 
Bernstein: Then you lose. 
 
Boehm:  We would lose only if you had a bar date come in 

there if somebody else invented before you, or if 
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you put something on sale...or if we offered 
something up for sale.  

 
Bernstein: Which we did. 
 
Boehm:  But the offer-for-sale date from our first 

meeting is not until September.  
 
Bernstein: Right. 
 
Boehm:  So the offers for sale won’t normally kick off a 

foreign... 
 
BuchsbaumSimon Bernstein: Could you explain to me what offer 

for sale means? 
 
Boehm:  Sure. As soon as you...you can’t get a patent on 

a product after you’ve been using it for more 
than a year. As soon as you publically disclose 
your invention, you’ve got one year in the United 
States to get a patent on file, okay? Even if you 
don’t publically disclose it...let’s say I’ve got 
a method of making [ ] in my factory, but it 
never gets outside. I’m starting to commercialize 
it, I’m making money off my invention...the 
commercialization date a year later is you can’t 
patent it in the U.S. So that’s that one-year 
grey grace period. 

 
UtleySimon Bernstein:  Aren’t we within that period? 
 
Boehm:  Yes. As far as we know, yeah. As far as we know. 
 
Utley:  Yes-yes we are within that grace period 
 
WheelerSimon:  Okay, somebody explain to me, what am I 

doing here? Why am I sitting here? Are we saying 
that Ray [Joa?], other than being sloppy, but 
there’s not much damage that could have been done 
or can be done because we can fix it, which 
really would make you me the happiest to hear 
that.  

[not in transcript: PSL look at change above although minor it 
indicates perhaps the change in text to match new text] 
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Utley:  Can I jump in? Let’s just say there are two 
steps. We’re going to make a filing this week; 
and to the best of ourmy knowledge, we have swept 
up all this in this filingexpect to have all of 
this done by Friday [ ] week, and that will be 
within the commercialization period. The second 
thing that we’re going to do is we’re going to 
look at filing an addendum to the original 
product formal filing to [expect]strengthen the 
claims – broaden the claims them to [ ] ... to 
the maximum extent that we can,. 

 
Boehm:   if we need it...if we need it. 
 
Boehm:  It’ll be a lot of this was swept up into... the 

application. 
 
Utley:  What we’re trying to do is protect the date... 

day of March 24 
 
Boehm:  The original... 
 
Utley:  The original date as March the 24th, but filing 

should remain an objective. 
 
BuchsbaumSimon Bernstein: Brian, if you broadened the 

language now, would that be a red flag to the 
commissioner that you should have done it 
earlier? Or should we just say that this has 
always been there? 

 
WheelerBuchsbaum:  You mean the examiner of ...the 

commission 
 
Bernstein: We’d like’re not going to be able to say it was 

in the claim.  
 
UtleySimon Bernstein:  What happens when you start those 

amendments or broaden them is you start to admit 
that you didn’t do it. 

 
Boehm:  Um, yes and no. We...I do that all the time. 
 
UtleySimon Bernstein:  It’s common then? 
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Bernstein: If they do it all the time, then we have to do 
it. 

 
UtleySimon Bernstein:  But not until I feel more 

comfortable with it. 
 
Boehm:  We normally have a search done. The patent 

examiner will do a patentability search, and he 
will come back and reject it. The problem is if 
the claims are too narrow to begin with, he will 
not come back and reject it, he’ll allow it, and 
boom! Now I can’t amend it he’s in. [ ], we’re 
done. But I can file an continuation on it. I can 
keep dragging this out and get broader claims as 
long as the subject matter is... 

 
UtleyWheeler:  So that’s why he started it broadly versus 

singlynarrowly? 
 
Boehm:  No. 
 
<Somebody comes into the room to take food/and or drink orders.> 
 
Boehm:  No, but in partas far as, doing it broadly, if 

you’re saying theo claim ist broadly it’s our job 
to claim... as prior art which I doubt the claim 
is as broad as the [ ] allows... 

 
Wheeler:  Right. That’s what I’m saying. 
Boehm:  And this is claimed broadly. 
 
Wheeler:  Right. 
 
Boehm:  And that’s the normal tactic, to claim things 

broadly, and then wait for the examiner to come 
back and say, “Oh, you can’t get it that broad,” 
and then narrow down your claim.  

 
Wheeler:  Okay, so isn’t that what he was in part trying to 

do? That’s what he’s been saying, yeah. 
 
Boehm:  Yeah. 
 
Wheeler:  Well, would that not be consistent with how 

patent attorneys try to do things? 
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Bernstein: Well, claim one, if you look at their claim one, 
Chris, that they’ve written, it identifies... 

 
Wheeler:  Who’s they? 
 
Bernstein: [ ] and MarderFoley & Lardner. It identifies what 

you’re trying to do. 
[not in transcript: Stephen note how Dicks name is deleted and 

Foley’s name is screwed up, may indicate who was 
changing this transcript] 

 
Wheeler:  Okay, so maybe it should have been written 

differently. 
 
Boehm:  You won’t get two patent attorneys to write the 

same claims. 
 
Bernstein: Well, no, but you try to write the claim, and 

that’s the teaching you and Steve and both 
represented us here, to describe in its broadest 
term... 

 
Boehm:  Right. 
 
Bernstein: ...the invention.  
 
Boehm:  Well, I can’t say that this isn’t broad. This is 

very broad. This might be rejected for 
indefiniteness...I don’t know what it is...but 
now he’s got the opportunity to go back and... 

 
Bernstein: And Brian, you know, there’s print film image in 

here, it’s all supposed to be out of here. 
 
Wheeler:  What you’re telling me is that in your corner 

forum of the worldlaw there’s always going that 
all this going back and refining and refining and 
refining, that was wrong. 

<Everyone talking at once; two different conversations going on 
at once.> 
 
Bernstein: This is like he just completely ignored what we 

said over a year. He didn’t do a thing. Nothing. 
No comments, nothing. 
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Utley:  Almost nothing between the provisional and the 
formal process. 

 
Boehm:  And some people intentionally file narrow just to 

get something on file. Then they can come back 
and repair it without damage to it. 

 
Bernstein: But you don’t know that because an examiner... 
 
UtleySimon Bernstein:  You’ll never know that until you 

have a litigation. 
 
Bernstein: And then the question is what potential damage 

does that... 
 
UtleySimon:  That damage potential and that remedy will 

be then taking place at that time, not now. 
 
Boehm:  That I agree with. Even if we decide something 

now, you won’t know what the outcome is for five 
and a half months.  

 
UtleySimon Bernstein:  ...wouldn’t happen anyway. You 

wouldn’t even know that.  
 
Utley:  Let me come back where I was. We are going to 

file on the 7th, Wednesday. As far as we know, 
that will cover every element of this invention 
that we have our arms around at this point in 
time. 

 
Boehm:  I believe so, yes. 
 
Utley:  And we should go back and address what amendments 

we can make to the claims in the filing of March 
this year and determine within the spec of the 
filing how broad those claims can be. I mean, 
that’s going to be the test. Within the spec of 
that filing, how much leverage have we got to 
broaden those claims so that we do have a 
priority date which is back about a year ago last 
March. 

 
Bernstein: So we want to insert everything going into this 

one into that one? 
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Utley:  No, it’ll be... 
 
WheelerUtley:  It’ll be based upon the preamble, if you 

will, of what’s in here. 
Boehm:  We do reference it. As a matter of fact, this is 

the cover page, Brian, of the application we’re 
going to file. 

 
Utley:  Yeah, you reference it right there. 
 
Bernstein: But you can add claims to that one that you’re 

referencing that would encompass what we have in 
today’s filing, which is really...we do want it 
in there. 

 
Boehm:  Yes, I can claims to the zoom and pan to get you 

back to the original date in this one—just write 
a claim for this—or onto here. Since I claim to 
this onto his. 

 
Bernstein: Well, we should do both. 
 
Boehm:  Well, you can’t get two patents on the same 

invention, so it depends on where we want to go. 
 
Bernstein: Well, we want to definitely get it in on his 

because it gets us an earlier date. BrianCorrect? 
 
UtleyBoehm:  No. It’s a mess with these dates. What will 

happen is...nobody will worry about the date 
unless there’s an occurrence, and that occurrence 
might... it’s a major problem. You won’t find out 
about that occurrence until you sue somebody, and 
then they go search in Australia, and they find a 
reference that somebody’s done this before in the 
library, and then you worry about the date. Were 
you before him? 

 
Bernstein: Well, that’s what I’m worried about. I’d like to 

go back to our earliest date. 
 
BoehmWheeler:  Can I point out one other thing? I know we 

look for the word...Eliot looks for the word...I 
know we look for the word “zoom,” but there’s 
also other language in here too. Sometimes we get 
caught up in a word “zoom,” when what is zooming 
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other than enlarging or reducing? And he does 
have language in here, “when enlarged or reduced, 
these pixels of the digital image becoming 
distorted will quicklya feature which typically 
results in the digital image being fixed to an 
original size or being available at low 
magnification, such as, for example, 
magnification from 200 to 300 times. These 
digital images are also difficult to enlarge to a 
full screen without a tremendous amount of 
distortion present in the end product.”  

UtleyWheeler:  I mean, he’s describing... I mean that’s 
zooming. Reducing and enlarging is zooming.  

 
Bernstein: But he’s not putting it in your claims, that’s 

what he’s saying. You see,..., this is different 
 
Boehm:  But it doesn’t matter right now 
 
UtleyWheeler:  But it doesn’t have to be if you’ve made 

mention. The opinion is that it doesn’t have to 
be as long as he’s ...if you made mention...if 
you’ve gone on record of... having desrbibed this 

 
Boehm:  This is the background that’s…problem.  He’s 

got…. 
 
Boehm:  That kind of invention, right, it’s got to 

state... 
 
UtleyWheeler:  Well, I didn’t get to that either. 
 
Bernstein: Right. And that’s where it’s not.  
 
Boehm:  I pointed out a couple of things. It’s not as... 
 
Bernstein: Within the claims, the claims I’m reading, you 

could not... 
 
Boehm:  The claims really don’t matter.  
 
Bernstein: In the patent?  
 
Boehm:  The patent claims on a pending application 

basically don’t matter. 
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Bernstein: No, the ones he filed. 
 
Boehm:  Yeah, they basically don’t matter. I can go back 

and change them. 
 
Bernstein: Okay. Why? So we want to change back to the 

original one he’s filed, put as much language as 
we can that we have today...oh, it’s all 
supported. Everything you wrote in that new one 
is supported in this one because it’s the same 
process.  

 
Boehm:  That’s the ultimate problem that Steve and I—

Steve is Becker, the other patent attorney that 
actually wrote these patents <in audible>—but 
that’s the ultimate problem that we’re worried 
about, and that’s the problem that you always 
worry about unless you first of all have a handle 
on the invention, inside and outside, and second 
of all, unless you really have a handle on Prior 
Art so you know where you want to go with this. 
Then you spend the time and the money to do a 
good original provisional filing. You’ve got a 
pretty good shot that it’s supported then. But 
when you file as, oh, I’ve got to try and cover 
this base, and when you do this kind of stuff, 
there’s always going to be a question of what was 
supported when. 

 
Bernstein: But that’s fine. It is supported. 
 
WheelerSimon Bernstein:  We’re off the subject matter. 
 
Bernstein: So we should definitely claim back to the earlier 

date? 
 
Boehm:  We may get a rejection, or you may find out in 

litigation five years from now, that none of this 
was supported. Some court may say that you never 
talked how to do this because your software 
wasn’t in the patent application.  

 
Bernstein: It is, though. 
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Boehm:  Well, the code isn’t. They might say that these 
broad diagrams and these flowcharts aren’t good 
enough. There’s always that risk.  

 
Bernstein: But we’re trying to say that if they accept it, 

we want it to be to the furthest filing date that 
we can, which is March 3, 2000, and that’s where 
it should lie; and if it’s going to get argued 
whether it’s going to get delivered bylet it live 
or die at that date. 

 
Boehm:  That’s what we’re trying to do right now. 
 
Bernstein: Okay, good. So I’m under the impression from this 

point that we’re going to encompass what we’ve 
learned what we’re filing even in this other one 
even into the original one so we can claim back 
to a March 3 filing date that claims back to our 
original March patent... 

 
WheelerBoehm:  March 24th, yeah, all of that will go back 

toward what is supported in here, in the 
original. Not supported in ours. 

 
Bernstein: Okay. And it’s all going to be supportable 

because you’re going to be able to pull up an 
image of the nature that we are discussing, and 
anybody with an eye can see that you’ve now done 
this. 

 
Boehm:  <Inaudible comment.>  
 
Bernstein: Well, you’re going to be able to show your 

invention, aren’t you? 
 
Boehm:  No, no. 
 
Bernstein: You can’t? 
 
Boehm:  You live or die on what’s in the specs. That’s 

why... 
 
Bernstein: You have toThen get it in there. 
 
Boehm:  Yeah. 
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Bernstein: You can’t bring it in as evidence what the 
invention is? 

 
Boehm:  Only outside evidence of what the average level 

of skill in the art is, okay? If somebody says 
that the flowchart isn’t detailed enough, I’m 
going to go, “Oh, yes it is. Here’s 29 
programmers who are going to testify and say 
yeah, I can do that in my sleep with this 
document.” So, there’s always going to be a 
battle about the level of support. 

 
UtleySimon:  Maurice and I—that’s why I asked him to come 

in—Maurice and I were talking because neither one 
of us understands patents or how you file them or 
invention [ actually]. What we do understand a 
little bit about is the theory in business; and 
now that we know that Ray [Joa?] was somewhat 
sloppy—I’m not suggesting that he’s not a fine 
attorney or anything else—you have been...you 
have reviewed all these patents that we have, 
whether there are eight or ten of them... 

 
Boehm:  There were eight original filings, and 

then...eight original filings. 
 
Utley:  Okay. And then how many do we have now? 
 
Boehm:  Let’s look at the chart right now, but it’s 

basically. We’ve got 17 applications that have 
been filed. These old ones are dead now because 
they were provisionals, and we’ve basically 
covered all...we pointed out basically covering 
two, maybe three inventions, so there’s not...I 
mean, if we were to start over, maybe you’d do 
this with two patents, maybe one patent. So. 

 
UtleySimon Bernstein:  Who owns itthem? 
Boehm:  Who owns it? iviewit Holdings, Inc. 
 
Utley:  Owns all of them? 
 
Boehm:  Except for...<Pause, and then text comes in that 

doesn’t seem to be answering this open question.> 
 
?   Video playback over a network  
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Wheeler:  How did he get in? [not in transcript but this 
refers to Jeff Friedstein on an invention] 
 
 
Bernstein: He’s part of the invention.  
 
Boehm:  An inventor – inventorship. 
 
UtleyBoehm:  So I’ve So I’ve got a document right here 

for him to sign. If he signs, then I do a couple 
of things.  

 
Bernstein: He signed that when you faxed it to him 

originally. 
 
UtleyWheeler:  I have copies of each one of these. Can I 

get a copy of your [ ]? 
 
Boehm:  of Tthis? Sure. 
 
UtleyWheeler:  I have a copy of each one of these, I 

believe, or most of them... 
 
Buchsbaum: Can I ask you a question?  Your saying everybody 
that has an obligation to sign is on the list of names in these 
patents? 
Boehm:  You preferably don’t...well, unless you have the 

new ones... 
 
UtleyWheeler:  I don’t have the new ones, but... 
 
Bernstein: That’s an old one. That’s old. 
 
Buchsbaum: You’re saying everybody that [ ]has an obligation 

to sign is on the list of names in these patents 
works with me in 2000 should sign this, right, 
because the company was really [ ]part because 
the Company was doing, is that what you’re 
saying? Because I don’t even know if everybody 
has signed because you may [ ]due corporate for 
due diligence for financial reasons or if...and 
they will say if has everybody signed off on 
these patents, and if three people don’t...if one 
person hasn’t, he has an obligation to sign? 
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Boehm:  Brian, have you signed? 
 
WheelerBuchsbaum:  Has everybody signed off on these? 

Brian? 
 
UtleyBoehm:  See these [ ]tabs [refers to tabs for 

inventors Bernstein, Shirajee, Friedstein and 
Rosario to sign] right here? That’s what I’m 
trying to do today. As soon as...I’m going to 
have people sign, me sign...all the inventors 
sign. I’ve got to get a hold of... Jeff 

Bernstein: I thought we did that when we filed. 
 
Boehm:  You only signed one real document, didn’t you? 

Did you actually a declaration? I know you didn’t 
sign an assignment overof...but you’re real clean 
on it because these are all based on the original 
filing. Which is assigned to iviewit holding 
already 

 
Bernstein: What’s that mean? 
 
Boehm:  Here’s a filing of your holdings, all right. So 

all of the other inventors would have a helluva 
problem trying to say they owned anything.  

 
BuchsbaumSimon: Again, this is a little off the subject 

matter, but I have asked Chris about it before. 
If something were to happen to iviewit, and it 
were [__], it went into bankruptcy, what would 
happen to those patents? How would those patents 
[ ]? 

 
BoehmWheeler:  It depends on which at iviewit you’re 

talking about.  
 
BuchsbaumSimon Bernstein: The one that they’re holdingthey 

are held in. 
 
BoehmWheeler:  Well, first of all, holdings is held 

separately versus...we’re operating the company 
out of a separate entity, correct? iviewit.com. 
So, let me think there... 

 
Buchsbaum: The operating company is iviewit.com.  
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Simon Bernstein: All I’m concerned about is, for example, 
that the largest creditor...it wouldn’t be a 
creditor, it would actually be an 
investor...would then... 

 
Bernstein: They’re not a creditor. 
 
Buchsbaum: Okay, then the largest creditor could come in and 

pierce the corporate veil of iviewit.com and say 
that this is just a way of protecting the only 
valuable asset of the company away from 
creditors. Is there a possibility of that? 

 
Boehm:  Obviously there is. 
 
UtleyWheeler:  There is a possibility, but that’s a [ ]one 

of the main reasons… agreement.But Tthe loan, 
they made the company who wrote the patent, join 
in as a guarantor anyway on it. 

 
Bernstein: Well, that would be all of us. All of those would 

be all of the investors giving up these 
factsgetting a piece back? 

UtleyWheeler:  No, no, no. On the $800,000 loan, those 
people, it’s secured by the patent.  

 
BuchsbaumSimon Bernstein: What about the $600,000...or the 

other $800,000 loan? 
 
BoehmWheeler:  The others weren’t loans. The others were 

equity, as I recall. 
 
BuchsbaumSimon Bernstein: No, no, they have claims. 
 
Bernstein: Well, they’re supposed to be converted to equity, 

which is another issue. 
 
Utley:  But there where noteholders 
 
BoehmWheeler:  No, because there was no [ ]quid pro quo at 

that time.  The noteholders I mean you can’t go 
back and do it, we had that talk Si 

 
UtleyWheeler:  I mean, you can’t go back... 
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Bernstein: The note? I believe They’re not final, even 
though we told people they would be by this time. 

 
UtleyWheeler:  The noteholders could demand [ ]took their 

money in without [ ]taking security. Now 
you...<Indecipherable. Everyone talking at once.> 
...new considerations...I said now you can’t … 
back to a failure to the corporation 

 
Simon Bernstein: …Board if everybody that was a creditor 

found, everybody that was a note holder at that 
point there was no what would you call it - 
problem 

 
Buchsbaum: There was no...and that would be protected by the 

courts anyway usually. The court would see this 
probably as a you know a fraude property as a... 

 
BoehmWheeler:  You could have two frauds: fraud of 

creditors and fraud of shareholders. 
 
UtleySimon:  No, Chris I’m not worried about fraud. I’m 

really concerned with the fact that what we did 
here, the last loan that we took in, from... 

 
Bernstein: CrossbarCrossbow. 
 
UtleySimon:  No, not from Crossbar... 
 
Bernstein: Crossbowar. 
Wheeler:  Crossbow 
 
UtleySimon:  ...is secured by the... 
 
BoehmWheeler:  ...the [ ]term of the deal, right. 
 
UtleySimon:  And that’s perfectly acceptable to me except 

that everybody else that had loans prior to that 
at that time should have been considered with the 
same equity because.... …posses able and Chris 
told me that that was the perfect time to get it 
done 

Bernstein: Yeah, but would Huizenga release lose his? 
 
Utley:  What? 
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Bernstein: Would Huizenga release lose his stake in it to 
Crossbowar? 

 
UtleyWheeler:  No, no, no, it wasn’t...I said that if there 

was going to be new considerations from those 
people, we all could of…?? 

 
BuchsbaumSimon: You obviously [ ]We all could have put in 

another $10. I mean, at the time we dealt did it 
with Crossbow, we should have made sure that our 
other people... 

 
Bernstein: Are protected. 
 
Utley:  No, no, no. We would have had to issue new 

contracts out for everyone. 
 
BoehmWheeler:  There would have had to have been some 

material consideration, not just $10. It would 
have...been… 

 
UtleySimon:  SoSay it would have been $10,000... 
 
BoehmWheeler:  Well, then, you could have...Crossbow, we 

didn’t even talk about Crossbow at that moment, 
and I said you couldn’t go back and just 
collateralize. You couldn’t go back for money 
that you already put in. But if you put in new 
considerations that you could demand as a 
condition to be collateral. 

 
Simon?:   What you couldwe should have done, or what 

we maybe we still shouldcan do to protect our 
original group of investors, is to have them pony 
up a few more thousand orf whatever you think is 
legitimate, and amend the contracts to protect 
them as well.  

 
WheelerUtley:  That’s new subject matter. 
 
BoehmSimon:  Well, I only brought it up because it had to 

do with the patents.  
 
Si?Utley:  I know but can No, we finish the patent 

discussions before we bring inup new subject 
matter.  
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Simon:  You can, but I want to make sure that we do 
finish. 

 
Utley:  No, I agree with you Si.  
 
Si:   The problem is that I made claims to certain 

people like Don Kaneing, who put op $100,000, who 
thinks... 

Bernstein: Let’s get back to that. No, let’s get back to it. 
It’s a definite point. There arey’re our people.  

 
Buchsbaum: This is a business issueLet’s deal with this 

issuefor later. 
 
Bernstein: No, we’re asked by these very people these 

questions.  
 
UtleyBoehm:  Did you get your question answered on the... 
 
Buchsbaum: Yeah, I just wanted to understand...you know, I 

got an answer. It had to do with the obligations 
Si I was trying to understand if somebody does 
due diligence now with regards to understanding 
what is there and what has to be done, like those 
yellow tabs. [Yellow tabs indicate signatures of 
missing inventors] 

 
UtleyBoehm:  Yeah, but after...I primed find everybody, 

we can get guys to sign. 
 
Buchsbaum: We aren’t that many. I don’t know on that sheet 

what you have, but I don’t think there are that 
many names.  There’s what about five names? 

 
Buchsbaum: There’s aren’t that many...you don’t have that 

many. I don’t know on that sheet you have, I 
don’t think there’s that many names. 

 
Boehm:  No, there’s not. 
 
UtleyBoehm:  We had early problems withSo we have 

everybody but Jeff, if we can get Jude and 
BrettZak. 

 
WheelerBuchsbaum:  You just have to get them allpeople 

around and sign. 
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UtleyBoehm:  No, that should not be and issue. 
 
Buchsbaum: That might be questions brought up when people do 

do due diligence. Is everybody else on these? 
 
Bernstein: That’s why we’re disclosing it. Right? 
 
WheelerBoehm:  We’ll record what was’s in the patent 

office(…???) can donow. 
 
Utley:  They do. The otherWe have a piece that’s not in 

any part of the original filings, which is the 
reduction of the technology to a disciplined 
conceptprocess—the mathematical representations 
of whats in and how it works and stuff like that. 

 
Wheeler:  (…???) 
 
Buchsbaum: That will also be included in there, right? 
 
BoehmUtley:  We’ll put it in the new filing...one of the 

new filings. 
 
Wheeler:  I form My opinion of everything, and we can talk 

about post solutions but I think Brian wants to 
get this back on track, but to me there’s bad 
news and there’s good news in this. The bad news 
is, just like anything in life, perhaps we would 
have liked to have tidied up some things better, 
like those havingto have had Mr Joao [Joa?]tidy 
them up. The good news is considering the state 
that the corporation was in in the early stages 
and the variable limited resources that it had, 
I’m glad that we have an awful lot on record that 
we do have on record, to be honest with you.  

 
UtleySimon:  As long as it’s not to the detriment of what 

we thought we were filing, I have no...I couldn’t 
agree with you more. 

 
Wheeler:  But I think I like your approach, and I assume 

it’s your approach, too, in that I assume that 
you’re doing a fairly comprehensive new one, but 
then you’re going to probably... 
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Utley:  Claim priority back to the old one. 
 
Wheeler:  Right, but you’re also going to do your amendment 

because now we’re finding out that it’s not an 
uncommon procedure and it’s not a red flag. 

 
Utley:  Two things: the new filing on Wednesday will 

claim priority all the way back for as much as 
possible back to March 24th last year. Second, we 
will look at the March 24th year 2000 filing and 
determine how we should amend that to include 
additional claims and broaden that claim filing 
so that it more fully represents the knowledge of 
the invention as of that time. 

 
Bernstein: Does it claim all the way back? 
 
Wheeler:  It’ll go all the way back as long as... 
 
Boehm:  as long as You don’t go outside what was 

described. 
 
Bernstein: No, the math is just describing the original 

invention.  
 
Boehm:  We’ll, I’ll never know the answer to that until 

it’s litigated. 
Utley:  Due diligence. 
 
Bernstein: Right, but from your perspective here, that’s 

what we’re setting up. Correct?  
 
Boehm:  We’re going to try. 
 
Bernstein: Okay. 
 
WheelerBoehm:  The question never even gets answered half 

the time in the real world. The guyI  will claim 
priority back on the document, and then if nobody 
cares,...if the examiner doesn’t care, nobody 
cares 

 
Bernstein: It gets through.  
 
WheelerBoehm:  It gets through. 
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BuchsbaumWheeler: Would it be a fair assessment—I’m posing 
this more as a novice, not as an attorney here—
since we’re not at IBM and we don’t sit down at 
the very beginning and work out all these 
equations and all that, that in an invention such 
as this by a Ma-and-Pa type of inventor, and now 
since we’re getting into the nuts and bolts and 
really uncovering, in essence, what’s behind it, 
as Brian dissected it as we moved along, but 
that’s all we’re doing? I mean, that Ma-and-Pa 
inventors do that as they go along? They add the 
flesh to the bones as they go along? 

 
Boehm:  Boy, that happens, and we try not...we try to 

minimize the amount because if the flesh that you 
have to add is new subject matter and you’ve 
already sold your invention a year ago, you’re 
dead. 

 
BuchsbaumWheeler: Well no, Let me at it a different way. It 

does this, but I can’t describe how it does this. 
But now we find out...we tell you what it does, 
now we’re telling you in detail how it does it. 

 
Boehm:  Yeah, in terms of we claimed it properly. 
 
BuchsbaumWheeler: So I’m not adding flesh in defense... 
 
UtleySimon:  New flesh. 
 
BuchsbaumWheeler: ...new flesh. I’ve got the box, now I’m 

disclosing what’s in the box including the gears 
and how it works. 

 
Bernstein: No. 
 
Utley:  No. Here’s what the big difference is. The 

original filing claims a process for print film 
imaging.  

 
Bernstein: Well, that was all stricken, by the way. That’s 

why I’m having a big problem. I was going to get 
to that next, Brian. 

 
Utley:  Okay, good. 
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Bernstein: But we have discussed with Ray [Joa?] numerous 
times to take out the references to print images 
out of this right here. Over the course of the 
year in the 59,000 modifications back and forth, 
we continuously pushed him away from the words 
that I see in this filing, and that’s what’s so 
disturbing to me because we sat there when... 

 
<End Side 1; begin Side 2> 
 
Buchsbaum: That would be conditional, probably.  
 
UtleySimon:  Right, they probably will. 
 
Wheeler:  Right. As a matter of fact, they may say take 

your...Their not going to want infact their going 
to say take it off aren’t they 

 
Utley:  No Crossbow knows notesthat it would be converted 

to equity when someone else comes in.  
 
Si?   RightOf course , and that’s gone. And those 

issues are gone. So it adds new value. 
 
BoehmWheeler:  Well, Yeah, so that it was the …it was 

intelligent way to do it...and I’m not... 
 
Buchsbaum: Crossbow would probably manage the million 
dollars anyway 
 
UtleyWheeler:  By the way, if we did do a deal by which we 

tried to collateralize it even further, then we’d 
have to have some sort of provisions as well to 
get rid of [ ]your collateral. 

 
BuchsbaumSimon: Yes, of course. As soon as it converts to 

equity, it’s gone. 
 
Wheeler:  But I mean, what if you didn’t convert yours to 

equity [ ]? 
 
BuchsbaumSimon: Then you’d have to lose it anyway. 
 
Wheeler:  But at a point.  
 
Utley:  It just becomes a normal stockholder... 
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BuchsbaumSimon: Right.  
 
Wheeler:   It would have to drop away or something. For 

instance, it would drop away when theirs drops 
away. 

 
Utley:  The stockholders, in the event of a default, the 

stockholders, the distribution that takes place, 
includes all the stockholders according to the 
rank of the preference. So the preferred get 
first cut, and the common stockholders get the 
second cut, whatever is left for distribution. 
But of that amount[ ] unless there’s nothing to 
distribute. 

 
BoehmSimon:  Not if one of the preferred stockholders has 

a collateralized position and the others don’t. 
If one of these preferred stockholders... 

 
Utley:  Theres no...those stockholders that have thea 

collateralized position. 
 
BoehmSimon:  That’s true. 
 
Buchsbaum: You’re talking about the small lump amount of 

money, [ ]that have any value, it should be 
reasonable value, and those should would be taken 
out anyway. 

 
UtleySimon:  Except that we seem to feel that we have an 

obligation to those, particularly to protect the 
other stockholders who...had all good…I think its 
prudent anybody to ask permission 

 
Buchsbaum: A good way to do it is the way he said to do it, 

and that’s to [? ]. 
 
Utley:  Will you look it up and see what it’s going to 

take to do it? 
Wheeler:  I’ll coordinate that 
 
WheelerUtley:  I’m not clear. What are we trying to do? Are 

we trying to provide for collateral for new money 
coming in, or are we trying to...? We’re not 
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trying to collateralize money which has already 
been... 

 
BuchsbaumSimon: I don’t know. Can you handle the old money 

the same way? I don’t think so. 
 
UtleyWheeler:  We have to see. We might be able to consider 

it for the full amount in the view of the fact 
that if you had enough substantial new 
consideration, ... 

 
Buchsbaum: The problem is that you may have to go back to 

Crossbow to do that, and you may be better off 
just to do it on a subsequent money. 

 
UtleySimon:  Well, but to ask Don Kaneing to put up 

$10,000 when he’s got $160,000 in the...$135,000 
in the company, and then he only gets 
10%...$10,000 worth of consideration...I’d like 
to protect his whole $165,000, which is what he 
has.  

 
Buchsbaum: The answer is you go back and ... 
 
Utley:  I don’t think you can do that because that’s 

equity. It’s in common stock. 
 
Bernstein: It’s not equity. It’s a loan. 
 
UtleyBernstein:  Don had the stock prior to his putting 

up the money.  These are loans. There’s $1400,000 
that’s on the books. Then there’s another 
$100,000 besides what he put in originally. Sal 
has a loan on the books of $25,000. Your guy 
should have had a loan on the books for $250,000.  

 
Utley:  No, that’s equity. Okay.  
 
WheelerSimon:  At any rate, <tape cuts out[tape does not 

cut out on my tape]>...While I got Chris here I’m 
going to take advantage of his being here. 

 
BuchsbaumSimon: One of the issues That is what we tried to 

do when we raised the last $80,000 that came form 
Eliot’s two friends Anderson and Mitch Welsch. [ 
] 
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Bernstein: Ken Anderson. 
 
UtleySimon:  It was my knowledge, according to Jerry, 

that those monies were to go to Eliot, and then 
Eliot was theoretically to loan the money to the 
company so that Eliot would have a loan on the 
books and he would have sold his stock because 
Eliot has some personal needs that he needs to 
accomplish as soon as we get funded or we get 
some money in here. I’m under the understanding 
again. It could be way off. 

 
Bernstein: How do we work that out, Brian? The 10? A loan? 
 
Utley:  Yeah, that’s better because otherwise you will 

get taxed. 
 
Bernstein: Will they loan me $10,000 to save the cashpay the 

taxes?. 
 
UtleySimon:  Who loaned you? 
 
Bernstein: The company just today? 
Utley:  So I tookake that as a loan? 
 
Utley:  Yes. 
 
Bernstein: The money went to the company, which spent the 

money already—the stock money—from Ken and [ 
]Mitch. 

 
UtleySimon:  You haven’t sold any of your stock? 
 
Bernstein: No.  
 
UtleySimon:  You just made an officer’s loan.  
 
BuchsbaumWheeler: Right. 
 
UtleySimon:  Is that how you handle it? 
 
WheelerSimon:  You loan the loan back by some method at 

some point. 
 
Bernstein: Right. Correct. 
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Buchsbaum: What’s Thats the way to do that? 
 
WheelerUtley:  Well, there’s no tax impact... 
 
Simon:  but he would have had a [ ] gain. 
 
Bernstein: Right. In your rhetoricAnd there were other 

things at the time...right, things. At the time, 
the company needed the money and I didn’t...not 
that I didn’t 

 
UtleySimon:  Sure, I just wanted to make sure that it was 

done. I didn’t even know [ ].….???that bank 
account 

 
Bernstein: Not that I didn’t. 
 
UtleySimon:  Let’s finish up. 
 
Utley:  Eliot, let me summarize. I want to make sure we 

have an agreement of this meeting. Let me 
interject two final two points that we kind of 
skimmed over. One is you said that we want to go 
ahead and change the claims to go all the way 
back on this US, but we have sort of got covered 
on the one we’re filing? The one we’re filing is 
a PCT. It won’t pop out for tothe US for 18 or 30 
months. Or we could file another PCT and a US, 
then the claims would hit the US. In other words 
what I’m saying is it would matter if we do the 
claims here. We could either fix up the claims 
here or file a PCT and a parallel US if you want 
US patent protection sooner. The PCT will split 
out to US, but not until later. You can file a US 
anytime... 

 
BuchsbaumSimon: Let me ask you. You’re not a lawyer, what do 

you recommend? 
 
WheelerBoehm:  Well, it’s more money up front. 
 
BuchsbaumSimon: How much money? A great sum of money? 
 
UtleyBoehm:  No, it’s another grand to file. 
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BuchsbaumSimon: For what we’ve spent already, let’s do it. 
 
Bernstein: And that protects us better? 
 
UtleyBoehm:  Quicker. You’ll get a quicker US patent. 

It’ll get you in line quicker.  
 
Utley:  The other point that you’re making because in 

this week’s filing we are going to claim all the 
way back... 

 
Boehm:  We’re going to claim all the way back to the [ ] 

date.but this is what is supported 
 
Utley:  Right. So if we claim all the way back to March 

of last year, do we need to touch the filing 
that’s already in motion? 

 
Boehm:  The one that’s out there? 
 
Utley:  Yes the PCT. Do we need to touch that? 
 
Boehm:  No, no. There’s a PCT and a US. 
 
Utley:  Right. 
 
Boehm:  The PCT, we will get a search back. In fact, we 

should get it in a month or so, and then you’ll 
decide what you want to do with that, what 
foreign country and possibly the US, but he files 
the same thing basically in the US, and now it’s 
in line in the US. 

 
Utley:  Right, right. But what I’m saying is if the new 

filing that we make this week creates priority 
all the way back and embraces all of the 
teachings of the prior... 

 
Boehm:  Zoom and pan stuff. 
Utley:  Zoom and pan stuff, filings, do we need to go and 

modify and update and amend those other 
twoearlier filings? 

Boehm:   Those other two. 
 
Buchsbaum: Or would that be yourThat’s a good question would 

there be new recommendation?  
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Boehm:  It depends on two things. One is how quickly do 

you want to get the US for the new filing? This 
is a PCT that we’re preparing right now. If we 
file the US right away with it, then it makes 
less difference. 

 
Bernstein: Less? 
 
Boehm:  Less difference because he’s in line sooner. 

That’s all. It just depends on how soon you want 
to get your patent.  

 
Bernstein: Well, we want to go for the sooner. 
 
Utley:  The sooner the better. 
 
Boehm:  The sooner the better then let me play with this 
 
Bernstein: Right. 
 
Boehm:  Except Plus you’re gonnaing to get an office 

action back from the patent office on himhere... 
 
Bernstein: On that. 
 
Boehm:  For free. There’s nothing involved. 
 
Bernstein: Right, but it doesn’t claim anything. 
 
Boehm:  I don’t know yet. It claims...he’ll get this 

blasted. It will will be rejected. 
 
Bernstein: Yeah. 
 
Boehm:  It will be rejected. The question is do we want 

to pick fix this, or where are we with the other 
things? So there’s no decisions to be made now on 
this, it’s just that do you want to file a US and 
a PCT? 

Utley:  The answers yes 
 
BoehmL  Yes 
 
Bernstein: And we do want to fix the original work? 
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Boehm:  We can decide that later. 
 
Bernstein: Well, why would we leave it unfixed? 
 
Boehm:  Because you can’t get two patents on the same 

thing. So if we fix this, you’re not going to get 
it over here. 

Bernstein: But then we lose the date. 
 
Buchsbaum: No we don’t. 
 
UtleySimon:  That’s what he’s saying. 
 
Buchsbaum: You really don’t lose the date. 
 
Wheeler:  So were not going to…??? 
 
Utley:  Because he’s stating claiming all the way back. 
 
Boehm:  We may not. It depends on... 
 
Bernstein: May and less, these are words that scare me.  
 
Boehm:  You don’t like that, do you? 
 
Bernstein: No, I do not. 
 
Boehm:  But I don’t think this is the right time to make 

that decision now. 
 
Utley:  What is the right time? 
 
Boehm:  When we get the [ ]some office action back on 

this patent. And when we hear from the patent 
office, we’ll sit down and see ifsay do we want 
to take fix this, or do we want to take fix this, 
or have we uncovered some killer Prior Art that 
blows this whole thing out of the water? You 
don’t want to spend money right now if you can 
avoid it.  

 
UtleyWheeler:  We’ve never done a search, have we? 
 
Boehm:  We did a search...I’ve done a search 

on...<Everyone talking at once.> on a dozen 
patents that really weren’t on points. We didn’t 
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find any close Prior Art; and all I can tell 
these... 

 
UtleyWheeler:  This was on imaging and video?  
 
Boehm:  Yeah. 
 
UtleyWheeler:  That’s incredible. 
 
Buchsbaum: Yeah, it was huge. 
 
Bernstein: If it is found impossible to do these things, why 

would people be doing them? 
 
Boehm:  I want to make...the tape recorder’s off, right? 

<recorder turned off> 
 
Buchsbaum: What does PCT mean?  
 
Boehm:  Patent Cooperation Treaty. It’s a formal filing 

process for filing foreign patents.  
 
Buchsbaum: Oh, that’s the thing with the different 

countries? 
 
Boehm:  Yeah. So we file one application that splits out 

later to different countries. 
 
Buchsbaum: Two years?  
 
Boehm:  Yes, but we’ll get indicators before that. Our 

search comes in nine months, which is three 
months from now for the first one. But, Brian, 
they’re searching this claim; this claim is crap. 
You’re not going to get a good search on it. 

 
Buchsbaum: So what? In six months or nine months, we’ll 

start hearing from them? 
 
Boehm:  Yeah. 
 
Bernstein: Well then we should do an alternate search on 

what you have. 
 
Boehm:  It’s a judgment call. I mean, you asked me this 

question a while ago, and you said what would it 
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take to get me comfortable because I’m kind of a 
pessimist and I’m an engineer, so I have that 
background where I look at it that it’s half 
empty. It would take more searching, and it would 
take more searching inside the technical 
articles. And it would take quite a bit of work. 
I mean, I guess $5,000, I don’t know. It depends 
on what happens. Then, again, that will only 
raise you to a different level of comfort, that’s 
all. 

 
Bernstein: And then they’ll say the same thing, and for 

another five grand, [ ]well get Rays to another 
indiscriminate from that level of comfort. 

 
Boehm:  Exactly. But we don’t have to do that because we 

will be getting an article... 
 
Bernstein: Right, from the searches. 
 
Boehm:  And from your investors because if I was working 

for them... 
 
Buchsbaum: Let me put it another way. If you have somebody 

that will take this company and auction off the 
technology, okay? As it is existing...as it is 
unfolding, okay? And as the licenses come along. 
It’s strategy. Some of these people bid on that. 
What are they really bidding on? It’s potentials, 
right? Basically? 

 
Boehm:  Well, no, there’s a present value of the 

technology. If you... 
 
Buchsbaum: Well, not if you don’t have patents issued on it. 
 
Boehm:  Well, sure there is. Sure there is. If he can get 

a royalty based on 2% of their products—or 
whatever it is—per minute, whether or not it is 
patented, absolutely. 

 
Buchsbaum: My question is at what point does it become...is 

the efficacy there significantly enough from the 
standpoint of others now that would be doing 
their own review. You know, like, say a firm that 
would do the option. They’d have their patent 
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lawyers take a look at what you’re doing to see 
if they think it has a real good value. At what 
point does that come along? Is it six or nine 
months from now, basically? Is that when that 
probably would start to unfold as far as having a 
real relevant potential value? I’ve been trying 
to get a general..  

 
Boehm:  I understand your question. I guess I would 

answer... 
 
Buchsbaum: General idea. 
 
Boehm:  If your licensees are spending a lot of money... 
 
Buchsbaum: On your technology. 
 
Boehm:  On your technology, they’re going to have their 

patent attorneys right now, today, go do a 
search, and they will have a good indication. 
They may come up with Prior Art that blows you 
out of the water. They may find nothing. They may 
not search it. They may say, we don’t care about 
patents; it’s the technology.  

 
Buchsbaum: Reality, though, this is not the...more likely 

six to nine months as some licenses start to 
unfold here and as things start to come back, and 
that’s when this thing will start to have some 
relevance more than it does right now? From the 
standpoint of the... 

 
Boehm:  That Tthe patent technologywill have relevance?  
 
Buchsbaum: No, no. The technology has a value that can be 

created in the marketplace and turned to bidding. 
 
UtleyWheeler:  Well, you can look at the technology as 

almost value added to the company. I mean, the 
company has worth because of the process and what 
we can provide and we can build it up. But it’ll 
even astronomical more worth assuming that we 
have...that it’s totally proprietary to 
ourselves. Now some companies have great 
technology that’s proprietary to themselves, and 
it doesn’t earn them money. For instance, Wang 
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Laboratories went down the tubes. They had the 
best word processing, and they had the best of 
everything else. And, of course, a lot of their 
technology is licensed out there, as I understand 
it, to VisionAire and to...they did the true 
ones, and... 

 
Buchsbaum: It’s was also to get to the possible strategy for 

the company’s investors, okay? 
 
Utley:  Right. 
 
Buchsbaum: Or it may be at some point a window of huge value 

placed on this technology where you may take 
advantage of it. 

 
UtleyWheeler:  Well, and to our investors, we have said, 

and we can continue to say, we are attempting to 
create a pool of intellectual property and 
protect it. 

 
Buchsbaum: Okay. 
 
UtleyWheeler:  But there can be no assurances that this 

will withstand the test of time. 
 
Boehm:  That is exactly it. And you never want even when 

it issues one addition. You will get a good 
comfort level when you have a US patent issued in 
your hands.  

 
Bernstein: Why? 
 
Boehm:  Because you’ve had an examination.  
 
Buchsbaum: Because you’ve got some review. 
 
Boehm:  Because you have a presumption of validity. 
 
Bernstein: That’s why I’d like to For our part, we need to 

get that first one corrected because that’s the 
first one that’s going to be examined. 

 
Boehm:  No, we’ve got one...oh, yeah, it is. It’s the US. 
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Bernstein: And therefore I want that to be 
importantapproved. The investors are going to 
say... 

 
WheelerBuchsbaum:  The first one that we’re going to be 

issued will be Issue Oneissued in May. 
 
Bernstein: And the investors are going to say what happened 

to patent one.to 2001. 
 
Boehm:  3/10 of 2000 was when it was filed. Typically a 

year...they’ll get around to it within a year. 
Maybe it’ll issue in. 18 months to two 
yearsAnything less than two years...  

 
Buchsbaum: From right now or from then? 
 
Boehm:  From 3/10. 
 
Bernstein: What is the process speed up? If you can show... 
 
Boehm:  If you can show somebody’s infringing, you can 

have an expedited examination; but that doesn’t 
always buy you much time, and you really have to 
get into the patent office the first time, and 
I’m not sure we can do that. 

 
Wheeler:  Wouldn’t a good example of one way be that Apple 

had really great patents, and Microsoft was still 
able to come in and duplicate it, even though 
everyone knows they violated the hell out of the 
patent of Apple. 

 
Boehm:  Um, hum.  
 
Wheeler:  So I mean you could have a good patent and it 

could still go down the tubes. But another one 
I’m thinking of that did stand up was Polaroid 
had patents and Kodak tried to come in and do 
everything to distinguish, and whether they will 
gowasn’t able to and geot clobbered, right? And 
there’s probably a lot of every variation in 
between.  

 
Boehm:  Yeah.Wheeler: [Not in transcript this is strange 

here]  
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Wheeler:  Are those the two extremes? 
 
Boehm:  Yeah,  
 
Wheeler:  those would be the two extremes. 
 
Utley:  Especially when it comes to method patents and 

software patents.  
 
Boehm:   
Wheeler:  Yeah, what was the first thing that Brian 
 
Boehm:  ...and the more patents you have, the less 

chances. It’s like putting out mine fields...less 
chances to people to get around you. But if the 
original concept is broad enough and claimed 
right, Yeah, we can be okay.  

 
WheelerBoehm:  But what, the test -  I guess what you’re 

asking for is when we have that first claim 
promised, probably within two years of when you 
filed, which is March 10, 2000, I would probably 
say  

 
Utley  Doug come back, close it out again.  
<Inaudible comment.> 
 
Boehm:  There were two points. One was the PCT [ ]and I 

got that in correct. 
 
Buchsbaum: Right. 
 
Boehm:  The second point was everybody was saying you 

don’t destroy documents. Lawyers do destroy 
documents; and in the patent realm, it is common 
practice to get rid of all of our attorney notes, 
but it depends on what the practice is in your 
law firm and your corporation. Most patent 
attorneys who use this practice that I’ve seen, 
it happens after it’s issuesd. You never do it 
before. I don’t even like to do it then. I like 
to do it after all the... 
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Bernstein: I don’t even understand why you’re destroying it. 
If you’ve got nothing to hide and everything’s on 
the up-and-up. 

 
Boehm:  But throw in the concept that I’m leaving the law 

firm. Let’s say I’m leaving the law firm, my 
notes, let’s say, who’s going to follow up and 
destroy my notes to benefit you, because I do 
want them six months from now. Maybe that’s what 
he’s doing. 

 
Wheeler:  Yeah, he could have done it to protect you. He 

didn’t want them around in the other office. 
 
Bernstein: I don’t know. I don’t know. I don’t even know if 

he knew he was leaving then. 
 
Boehm:  Now it’s intentional! 
 
Utley:  Let’s close it up. Let’sBut I want to comeback 

were going to file PCT and US on the new one. 
We’re going to wait for the old one to get kicked 
back; and when it gets kicked back by the 
examiners, we’ll then determine how we want to 
amend it. Is that what you said? 

 
Boehm:  No, I want to say something on that again. I 

think if you want a patent to pop quickly—if 
that’s the goal, which sounds like it’s a good 
goal—then, no, I think we should amend the claims 
with a preliminary amendment before the 
examination. 

 
Utley:  A preliminary amendment? 
 
Boehm:  A preliminary amendment. 
 
Bernstein: Encompassing everything we can throw in there? 
 
Boehm:  Yeah, whatever support there is. But a 

preliminary amendment on whatever it is on the... 
 
Bernstein: So we’re going back to the original  
 
Boehm:  So I’ll fix the 119 case yeah 
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Bernstein: March 3, 2000, to encompass what we’ve embraced. 
 
Utley:  When will you be in a position to recommend what 

that amendment will look like? 
 
Bernstein: It should look a lot like the one we just did. 
 
Boehm:  Yeah, that’s... 
 
Bernstein: That’s my guess. 
 
Utley:  When will you be in a position to... 
 
Boehm:  I’d have to...a few days... 
 
Utley:  About a week or so? 
 
Boehm:  Oh, Yeah, within a week, sure.  
 
Bernstein: Okay. That’s good.  
 
<End of meeting.> 




